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What is it we are talking about?

 What is sustainability?

 Look for durability versus sustainable.

 Durable is lasting long but will perish. Sustainable is a lasting condition.

 Example: The houses along the Amsterdam Canals are durable. But we cannot sustain the 

situation unless we keep everything dry and with a very low energy demand etc.



What comes in and goes out

Regarding the organisation



In and out

in use out

energy Computers, lighting, 

heating

Paperwork/ reports

Transport CO2

products Furniture, office 

supplies, building 

maintenance, cars

Solid waste

water Toilets, cleaning Sewage waste

air air



responsibility
 Management gives direction and makes policies 

and holds the BUDGET

 Procurement can make decisions on which 

product to buy/ rent / lease

 Users can decide to follow the directives or not and 

to implement rights to use cars or rather use public 

transport, taking the stairs versus using the lift.

 Users have other responsibilities then owners, but 

are they complementing each other?

Management, owners, 

users.



Along certification of 
BREEAM

9 subjects

 Management (vision, progress)

 Water

 Energy

 Land use and Ecology

 Material

 Waste

 Transport

 Pollution

 Health

https://www.breeam.nl/

Building

Research

Establishment

Environmental

Assessment

Method

info@cagbc.org

LEED

https://www.breeam.nl/






How to assess progress  LCA – Life cycle analysis

 NMD - environmental database

 Energy label

 ISO 14001 - sustainability, 15001 energy monitoring

 Expert reports

 MVI - procurement
Tools



1/9 subjects

Management

 Yearly sustainability report

 Incorporated in yearly management 

report

 Incorporated in financial report and 

accountant report

 Clear policy in management report

 Is there a manual regarding the asset for 

all users?

 Is there a green lease agreement 

between owner and tenant/ user?





2/9 subjects

Health

 Do we have a climate in which all people feel 
well?

 Can individual persons adjust the heat cooling 
fresh air etc?

 Is there enough / too much daylight or electrical 
light? Is there protection from the direct sunlight?

 Is there a gym, outside space etc. for relaxation?

 Are there monitoring systems to prevent 
bacteriological contamination?

 Sound problems?

 Frequent cleaning? 

 Are there rules to reduce hazardous substances 
during work to the asset?



3/9 subjects

Energy

 Monitoring usage and communication 

about it.

 Trias Energetica

 Reducing usage: maintenance, 

insulation, renewable energy use

 Energy for heating, cooling, equipment, 

light, catering etc.

 Has an energy report with improvement 

measures being made?





4/9 subjects

Transport

 How do we manage the cars?

 Are we buying with greening in mind?

 What is the CO2 emission of all transport 

of staff transportation to and from home 

to work and to work related venues?

 So are we promoting the use of public 

transport etc? (time schedule of the trams 

/ busses nearby in the entrance).



5/9 subjects

Water

 Monitoring usage and communication 

about it.

 Re-use water: grey water 

 Cleaning waste water for own use: make 

grey water

 Collect rain water for re-use in grey water 

or for the plants.

 Prevent leakages - maintenance

 Use of low water usage appliances 

(toilet).



6/9 subjects

Material

 Are we preventing fire to begin and are we 
reducing the damage caused by a fire?

 Are we reducing the risk of injuries caused by fire? 
Is there an emergency plan?

 Are we maintaining the building to last longer?

 Are providers having certificates?

 Can we tender on the basis of green certification 
/ specifications?

 Can we better rent / lease or buy. Example 
leasing light fixtures on the basis of a certain 
amount of light on the work surface.

 Can we buy with the right to return to supplier?





Old school: 
concrete / steel 
high CO2

New school = biobased – low CO2
(for NL):
Wood (frame, CLT), hemp and chalk

New school 
insulation: wool, 
mycelium, 
cellulose 
(recycled paper 
or elephant grass
and hemp),
straw

Criteria (NMD):
Apart from health and safety:
- Transport CO2
- Construction light weight
- Construction reusable
- Life cycle CO2
- Production CO2



7/9 subjects

Waste
 Encouriging the separation of waste 

streams.

 Is there a registration of the amount of 

waste produced?



8/9 subjects

Land use and 

ecology

 Collect water (see also 5)

 Plants etc. instead of concrete in and 

around the building

 How is this arranged to sustain other forms 

of life: animals in the ground or the air.

 Provide shelter for bats and birds

 Was an expert involved?

 Are there shared parking places?



9/9 subjects

Pollution

 Is there a discharge license to discharge 
to surface water?

 Are there any grease separators?

 Is the asset outside the flooding area?

 Are sensible rooms above water flooding 
height?

 Reducing the risk of leakage of building 
appliances (HVAC).

 Reducing coolants like CFK’s.

 Has the area been assessed regarding soil 
pollution?



interlinked

Building 1 
managem
ent

2
health

3
energy

4
transport

5
water

6
materials

7
waste

8
Land use
ecology

9
pollution

Design/
Spec

v v v vmat v v vmat v vmat

Construc-
tion phase

vc vc vc vc vc vc vc vc vc

Exploita-
tion / 
mainte-
nance

v vd vde vd vd vde vde vde vde

insulation energy material transport

solid waste material transport energy

??



contracts

Contracts in building industry trying to create

the right incentives.

 -finance, construct, design, exploitation

separate

 -design and construct + exploitation + 

finance

 -design, construct, exploitation + finance

 -FDCE + lease

 -exploitation with / without energy and/ 

or return clauses.



results

EDGE Olympic receives WELL platinum certification
"the healthiest building in the Netherlands"

Dutch Mountains in Eindhoven will be the 
world's largest wooden building



results
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